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It's yet another illustration of the remarkable ability of the AIDS virus to exploit the immune system that seeks to destroy it. To find the so-called T cells that it most commonly infects, HIV seems to hitch a ride on specialized immune cells that patrol the body's mucus membranes, scientists report. These sentinels may also enable the virus to more easily infect its target cells. This is the first time that biologists have shown that a virus takes advantage of one type of immune cell to infect another, says Yvette van Kooyk of the University Medical Center St. Radboud in Nijmegen, the Netherlands.
HIV's unwitting accomplices in this scenario are dendritic cells, immune cells that reside in the skin and the mucus-rich lining of parts of the body regularly exposed to foreign microbes. By displaying pieces of digested microbes, these crucial cells alert the rest of the immune system to infections.
Because T cells are rare in the vaginal and rectal mucosal surfaces, scientists have puzzled over how HN is sexually transmitted. Dendritic cells may provide the answer. Scientists suspected that HN initially infects dendritic cells, which would inadvertently distribute the virus when they rush to activate T cells in the body's lymph nodes.
The AIDS virus normally infects T cells by latching onto two types of surface proteins, CD4 and a class of molecules called chemokine receptors. In the new work, van Kooyk's team has identified another foothold for the virus, one specific to dendritic cells. Indeed, HN attaches to this protein, dubbed DCSIGN, more tightly than to CD4 and chemokine receptors. "Amazing.
[HN] seems to be able to bind to molecules from three different receptor families. It is really clever and adaptable," marvels Edward A. Clark of the University of Washington in Seattle who studies dendritic cells.
The Dutch investigators unearthed DC-SIGN while studying how dendritic cells adhere to T cells in order to activate them. By isolating dendritic proteins that bind to T cells, they ultimately identified DCSIGN as the key adhesion molecule.
The scientists learned that a research team had previously discovered this p r e tein in 1992 because it binds to gp120, a component of HIV's outer surface. The team, however, did not determine what cell makes the protein.
The Dutch investigators, headed by van Kooyk and Carl G. Figdor, and AIDS researchers at New York University now report in the March 3 CELL that HIV uses its gp120 to bind to a dendritic cell's DC-SIGN. Moreover, they find that the bound HIV remains infectious for several days, easily long enough for dendritic cells to journey from the body's periphery to the lymph nodes.
They also find that when they mix HN, dendritic cells, and T cells in a test tube, DC-SIGN somehow helps the virus infect T cells. Blocking the protein with antibodies slashes HN's infectivity.
It's not clear whether HN also exploits DCSIGN to infect dendritic cells. Van Kooyk's group suggests that the virus may simply latch onto the protein and ride the immune cell like a cowboy on a bucking bronco until it brings HN into contact with T cells.
Whether DC-SIGN leads to new AIDS drugs or vaccines may depend upon its thwarted ~IVywould they impair the dendritic cells' responses against other microbes? "We need to know more about the biology of the molecule before we understand the range of therapeutic implications," says Clark.
Investigators plan to address that issue by giving antibodies that target DC-SIGN to primates and evaluating their health. They may also look among people for mutations in its gene. Some people, for example, have mutations in the gene for one of HN's Tcell receptors. Unexpectedly, such people are healthy and resistant to both HN infection and the development of AIDS.
-J. Tmois
Hey, polluters! This billboard's for you
A poorly running car engine can spew unburned hydrocarbons out the tailpipe. 5
Although this waste of fuel dirties the air 5 and costs the motorist money, many p e e ple don't recognize signs that a tune-up is --long overdue.
Colorado scientists now report one successful remedy: gentle warnings from a friendly, personalized billboard.
In the United States, "about 6 percent of the cars are responsible for half the [auto] pollution," notes University of Denver chemist Gary A. Bishop. Finding them can be hard, he says, because most are not old clunkers. Excessive tailpipe emissions from newer cars, which came off the assembly line with efficient engines and pollution controls, reflect poor maintenance, he explains.
Several years ago, Bishop and his University of Denver colleague Donald H. Stedman developed a system that uses infrared light to remotely monitor exhaust from passing cars. They recently decided to offer passing motorists feedback on their emissions of carbon monoxide, which climbs as engine performance deteriorates.
The chemists hooked up their roadside sensors to a novel display. When a car's emissions were in the acceptable range, a sign down the road displayed a smiling car. When carbon monoxide exceeded 1.3 percent of the emission, the displayed car assumed a look of surprise. Vehicles spewing more than 4.5 percent carbon monoxide triggered the billboard's car to frown and its message to warn drivers that the problem is "costing you money!"
The big trick. Bishop says, was keeping track of the moving cars so that the billboard's message always reflected emissions of the approaching vehicle.
During a year of operation, his team now reports, the "Smart Sign" system o p erated reliably--even when traffic exceeded 1,000 vehicles per hour. It provided some 3 million readings at a cost of 2 cents each. The system gave a poor rating to 1.6 percent of the vehicles. 
